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Microwave inverse problems have recently drawn a lot of attention because of their potential benefits for
individuals, public authorities and industries. The exploitation of electromagnetic field data as a sensing
tool has indeed a number of relevant applications including antenna diagnostics, biomedical imaging,
humanitarian demining, archeological prospection to name just a few. In this talk, two examples of
microwave inverse problem are addressed.
Antenna diagnostic is the detection of failures that prevent the antenna from achieving its ideal
performance. This step is crucial in many applications ranging from the manufacturing and testing stages of
antennas to the maintenance of base transceiver stations by mobile network operators. Diagnostics
methods based on the acquisition of the radiated field are attractive because they are non invasive and
well suited to the diagnostic of antennas on site. By properly exploiting the a priori knowledge of the
antenna under test, a compressive sensing based approach is proposed to locate the antenna failures from
much less measurements than conventional techniques. Experimental results will be shown.
Phase retrieval is the problem of recovering a complex signal from the magnitude of linear measurements.
This problem is of important practical interest in microwaves, where an accurate acquisition of the phase is
difficult as the frequency goes up. To solve this notoriously challenging mathematical problem, a
procedure combining convex relaxation optimization and a simple interferometric technique is described.
Numerical examples will be shown to illustrate the efficiency and robustness to noise of the proposed
approach.
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